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Message from the president:

The passing of the Gavel – From past president Ed McLaughlin to Kieth Dwire
So, CBCS Convention 2018 is in the books. We had a great time in Milwaukee with our CBCS
Family, AND meeting people from the American Cribbage Congress (ACC). Several ACC Grand
National attendees visited us during their free time. They were interested in our board
displays and showed some of their treasured boards as well. I attended the ACC Friday night
session. I have nothing to report regarding my play , but did enjoy competing with these
cribbage gurus and sharing cribbage stories.
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This was my first convention since assuming the position of CBCS President one year ago.
I knew I would need something
special to step into the shoes of
our long-time president, Ed
McLaughlin. I remembered that I
had purchased a box of assorted
tools during one of the local Iowa
auctions. There I found a wooden
hammer to use as a gavel. Ed was
a good sport and posed for “the
passing of the gavel.” So, began
my run as the CBCS President.

There is a certain dignity expected
of the president of an intellectual
The President’s Gavel
group such as ours, and my crude
auction hammer missed the mark.
Fortunately, Jay Fulwider came to
the rescue and offered a cribbage
board gavel from his personal
collection (notice the small
pegging holes in the handle at
left). The gavel arrived at my house
a few weeks ago and will be placed
in service at Convention 2019 in Minnesota. It will be passed to the next president when that
time arrives.
I would love to challenge someone to a game on The President’s Gavel at our next convention.
Any challengers?
Let the play continue,
Keith Dwire, President
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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New Members
We want to extend a very warm welcome to the following new members of the Cribbage Board
Collector’s Society.
# 325 Nathan Franzen, 5024 Turnberry Dr. Appleton, WI 54913 262-888-3674;
nfranzene@gmail.com
# 326 John C. Schafer, 49 Thornapple Dr., Battle Creek, MI 49015 517-262-9153;
giveme19@gmail.com
# 327 Don F. Seelinger, 7912 Palo Duro NE., Albuquerque, NM 87110-2321; seeldon@aol.com
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
News from the 2018 Convention
We had a great time in Milwaukee for our 2018 convention. The accommodations were great, and the
fellowship was even better. Here is a picture of our 2018 attendees. (Joyce Betz was busy winning at the
ACC tournament in the adjoining convention room and is not in this picture☹.)

From left to right:
Back row: Randy Schaffer, Ed McLaughlin, Butch Hansen, Jane McLaughlin, Jay Fulwider, Jim
Herzog, Terry Coons, Larry Snow, Kieth Dwire, Dan Betz, Becky Fredrickson
Center row: George Catt, Karen Schaffner, Jean Hansen, Diane Dwire, Sandy Nieuwenhuis, Betz
Bradshaw, Nancy Wurman, Bill Drueke III.
Front Row: Elinor Lamb, Jeanette Herzog, Cec Bradshaw, John Swett
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Cribbage Board of the Month – ACC article by Jay Fulwider

This “Cribbage Board of the Month” column features a very special board. This board
commemorates the Cribbage Board Collectors 19th Annual Convention and the ACC Grand
National XXXVII Tournament. These events were held in conjunction with each other at the
Crown Plaza Hotel in Milwaukee, WI. The board was made by Jim Cook of Grand Rapids, MI.
This beautiful board features both the CBCS logo and the ACC Grand National XXXVII logo.
During our CBCS convention, many ACC members were able have some of their special boards
evaluated. We were also able to answer many other questions about their boards. Several ACC
folks purchased boards during the CBCS silent auction.
These CBCS and ACC events are planned several years in advance. So, a big “THANKS” to all the
people in both organizations who helped to make it happen this year. In closing, I want to
congratulate fellow Washingtonian, James Morrow, for winning the Grand National
Tournament.
The “traveling” Bette Bemis Quitman Memorial Award

The Bemis Quitman Memorial Board is an annual
award presented to a CBCS member or associate.
The award honors the memory of Bette Bemis, the
founder and first prrsident of the CBCS and Frederick
Quitman who, at the very least, influened C. W.
LeCount’s decision to begin manufacturing ciibbage
bords in 1879. The award’s traveling trophy is the
“Quitman board” from Bette’s collection. A small
plauque is attached to the interior of the board.
Peter Leach initiated this award in 2016 and
presented it to Larry Snow - the 1st recipient of the
award. In 2017, Larry presented the award to Terry
Coons. This year, 2018, Terry presented the award
to Cec Bradshaw at the conventon in Milwaukee.
Each year the current recipient of the award
determines who the next lucky person will be. The presentation is made at the annual
convention. Thank you Terri.
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Tournament Winners and - “not winners of the 1st three places”
Left to Right:
3rd Place – Betz Bradshaw,
2nd Place – Jay Fulwider,
1st Place – John Swett
Most skunked award was
shared this year by: Marilyn
Schaffner and Becky
Fredrickson
Congratulations to all – all
WINNERS!!

Note: The first 3 prize boards are all from Marvin Maxell’s large collection of cribbage boards.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Contest Winners
From left to right:
Kieth Dwire Ugliest Cribbage Board,
Jim Herzog – Most Desirable Cribbage Board
Butch Hansen – Most Unusual Cribbage Board.

Congratulations!!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Two icons in collaboration -Bill Drueke and Elinor Lamb

At the convention held in Grand Rapids, Michigan in 2017 I learned that Elinor Lamb was a wood carver.
In the 30's Drueke made a wood chess set with a 9" king and I owned this set, but it was missing some
pieces. I gave her the knight from that set and in 2018 she brought it back to me at the convention in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin with the one she carved for me. Thank you - Elinor you are amazing.
Bill Drueke
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

A Major Piece of History – The Ruhm Box
The Ruhm box was the first product the WM.F. Drueke Company went to market with. In 1914
William F. Drueke was a stationary goods salesman. Mr. Drueke and a Mr. Quinn bought a
stationary store in Grand Rapids, Michigan that had a surplus of dolls and Ruhm boxes. “Will”
went on the road selling those boxes as well as chess sets. That was the humble beginning of a
major player, the WM. F. Drueke Co., in the manufacturing of games, most notably; chess sets
and cribbage boards.
The box, shown here, was obtained by Larry Snow this last year and he brought it to the
convention in Milwaukee. Any Drueke collector would give his right or left arm to have this in
their possession, but Larry is the lucky one. (I sure wish I had one☹)
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The following picture is taken from the product catalog at that time. Also pictured is
Bill Drueke III and Larry discussing this rare and desirable find.
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As long as we are on the subject of the WM. F. Drueke
Company, this is a good spot to highlight Bill Drueke’s
newest addition in the continuing production of fine
cribbage boards and chess sets. Bill introduced, at this
convention, the Drueke 2018 once around cribbage
board. These are available for purchase. It is a 21inch-long maple board and is crafted to hang on your
wall if desired. It is an easy board to play on also. By
the way, Bill is also personally making the pegs for the
boards.
If you are interested in having one of your own, Bill
will be happy to talk to you. Give him a call.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Napoleonic Prisoner of War Bone Boxes – Frank Wurman #22
Frank and Nancy Wurman were participants in this year’s
convention in Milwaukee. Frank has a great selection of boards
that most of us would rarely encounter. He brought his
collection of Napoleonic Prisoner of War Boards and gave us a
little bit of the history associated with them.
The resilience and ultimate creativity of prisoners of war is
nowhere better exemplified than in the amazing bone boxes
made by French sailors captured by the British Navy during the
Napoleonic Wars (1792 – 1815). Between 1802 and 1814,
thousands of French prisoners of war were held in England;
some were captive for more than ten ears, providing ample time
to develop their skills in the production of prisoner of war
artifacts. Frank
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Prisoners were encouraged
to make boxes and other
objects in order to occupy
their time in a productive
manner and were allowed to
sell these items to British
townspeople at Friday prison
markets. The money earned
was often used to purchase
personal articles, as well as
small pieces of metal, nails,
and wire that could be used
by a talented craftsman to
carve intricate designs on the
bone pieces. It is believed
that most, if not all, of the
bone used for the boxes
came from beef and animal bones, and the dyes for coloring were probably vegetable derived.

Prisoners made several styles of Napoleonic P. O. W. boned boxes. Most had a peak shaped
sliding lid and contained 14 watercolors on paper protected under glass; six on the lid, six on
each side and two at the ends. Smaller versions reduced the number of watercolors to four on
the lid, two on each side and two on he ends. Cribbage side rails and delicately carved finials
and feet were often added, and, in some instances the smaller boxes were incised with highly
detailed open work of rosettes, circles, scrolls, suit marks, and ornaments.

Thank you Frank for bringing your collection of these beatiful boards and the story behind them
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A special discovery – A Jay Fulwider and Terry Coons conversation
In September, I attended the ACC Grand National in Milwaukee. While there, “Cribbage World”
editor, Dave Aiken, introduced me to ACC member Don Tofte of Fitchburg, WI. Don told me
about a board he had that I was very interested in. Later Don sent photos and I was able to
convince him to sell his board. He only parted with this board after I assured him that I would
document and preserve the board’s history. This column is part of keeping my promise.

\
This board is quite rare. It was made by the Windsor Manufacturing Co. of Windsor, Wisconsin.
They were only in business from 1945-1948. The story of this board appears on page 131 of
Bette Bemis’ book “Cribbage Boards 1863-1998”. Bette was the founder of the Cribbage Board
Collectors Society. Here is her description of this board; “The business was established in 1945
by three men, Charles Doan, Ray Walker, and Earl Lindley. They met while they were serving in
the armed forces during WWII. They formed the business after the war ended. The business
ended after 3 years of operation…”
This board was known as a “Foolproof” Hedgehog style board. Bette had no photo of this
board and that is why I was very excited to acquire the board and add to the history of its short
life among American manufactured cribbage boards. Also, thanks Dave and Don for helping
this happen.
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This is Terry Coons speaking now. As an archivist, I have Bette’s
original copy, which is fabulously updated with glued-in photos, emails, post-it notes, etc. p. 131 has a post-it that someone
contacted her wanting to sell one with "R & G pegs only": Like this
one from an auction site:

The "Tournament Board" I have appears to be the same as
Jay's. The peg colors are in uniform blocks of purple, red, cream,
repeat. I agree this one does not match the descriptions in Bette's
book. My label/box is a little beat-up ('tho it does have all the O's in
foolproof :). It also includes a cool mfr's sheet. Complete cribbage
instructions are on the back:

Now, as to my OTHER one: It is "The New
Mechanical Kwik-Count Cribbage Board” (att#
3). Mint condition. Has the Windsor
label. Unlabeled instructions for most cribbage
variations. Original (it seems) green felt
backing. Peg colors: red, black/white
alternating. Repeat. Unlabeled rules, with
variations included. End label:

The peg
colors are
unusual:
Red and
mixed
black/white:

I have a theory. I have some bags of these pegs, and some came with boards I bought. Perhaps
Windsor manufactured these for other companies, as well, and used what they had too much
of to make these boards. I don’t know what the “catch” mechanism is in these.
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A Few of My Favorite Things…

Terry Coons

As you may know, I like the odd and unusual. Sometimes, I just like something pretty. Here are a few of
my wildlife boards.
The lion is my totem animal; I have seen them in the wild; they
speak to me: 12” Likely a Joe Nelson (Vandercraft) board,
Prineville OR. - passed ACC member.

Beautiful pair of Northern
shovelers, common in
eastern Oregon. 10”

Another collecting favorite, started prior to the Minnesota
convention. Loons. 11” x 15”. Signed. Plastic laminate. Signed by
the artist, Scott Storm.

Just very nicely done. A cute bunch of squirrels. 12”. Laminate/wood
Likely fan art, as the name of this B. C. trailer park
is the “Poplars” not the “Polars”. 12 x 13.5”

A new find. I just love this cat. 14.5” across. Unsigned. Wood.
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